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Identification of excited states in doubly odd 63
140Eu77 by recoil-isomer tagging
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A fusion-evaporation reaction has been employed to search for isomeric states in theN577 isotope63
140Eu

near the proton-drip line. The recoiling nuclei were implanted into a silicon detector, at the focal plane of a
gas-filled separator, where prompt and delayedg-ray transitions were correlated across isomeric states using
recoil-isomer tagging. The feeding and decay of a new 299~3! ns isomeric state was established. This mea-
surement represents the first observation of excited high-spin states in140Eu. The behavior of the new states
above the isomer is discussed in terms of theoretical calculations based upon the cranked-shell model and upon
the experimental systematics of otherN577 isotones. Within this framework, the isomer is interpreted to be
built upon aph11/2^ nh11/2 two-quasiparticle configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many isomeric states have been established in the m
130–140 region of the nuclear chart. These isomers
mainly be classified into two categories:K isomers and
shape/configuration change isomers. TheK isomers are
based on configurations that have large projections of
intrinsic angular momentum on the nuclear symmetry a
In this mass region, theseKp582 isomers are found in the
N574 isotone chain,54

128Xe @1#, 56
130Ba @2#, 58

132Ce @3#, 60
134Nd

@4#, 62
136Sm@5#, 64

138Gd @6,7#, and more recently in66
140Dy @8,9#.

In contrast, the shape/configuration change isomers h
mainly been observed in theN577 isotone chain. For ex
ample, the isomers in142Tb and144Ho @10# are a result of the
particular high-j states which involve theh11/2 intruding pro-
ton orbit and their associated high-multipolarity decays. F
these nuclei there also exists a competition between the
fering shape-driving effects of the protons and neutrons.
h11/2 proton orbits tend to favor collective prolate deform
shapes withg50° because they are in the lower part of t
proton shell. In contrast, the neutron configurations tend
favor collective oblate nuclear shapes withg5260° be-
cause they are in the upper part of theh11/2 neutron shell.
Both of the associated prolate and oblate potential-ene
minima are predicted to have similar energies@11–13#,

*Present address: Department of Physics, University of Jyva¨skylä,
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which can induce the nuclear shape to become triaxial w
transitions between the two shapes being isomeric.

Over the last few decades various techniques have b
used to study isomeric states. The recoil-shadow techn
@14,15# has been particularly useful for studying the delay
decay of isomeric states in, for example,64

138Gd @6#. In addi-
tion, various other techniques have been applied to estab
the feeding and decay of isomeric states@16#. The work per-
formed in this paper uses the recoil-isomer tagging techni
@7,17#, which has proved to be a highly selective method
characterizing weakly populated structures which are b
on top of isomeric states. The technique involves the co
lation of prompt and delayedg-ray transitions across long
lived nuclear states and was first applied@17# to nuclei in the
proton-richA'140 region of the nuclear chart, for exampl
138Gd, @7#, 142Tb, and 144Ho @10#. The technique was also
used in theA560 region for 66As @18# and in theA580
region for 80Y @19#. In the proton-richA'140 region, the
selective power of recoil-isomer tagging, like that of prot
tagging @20,21#, can be demonstrated by the fact that ev
when theg-ray energies of the prompt ‘‘above-isomer’’ tran
sitions are known, it remains extremely difficult to isola
these transitions in the promptg-g coincidence data, due to
the overwhelming number of competing channels with la
cross sections. However, once the first few transitions h
been established using recoil-isomer tagging, it may be p
sible to deduce detailed high-spin level schemes using h
fold coincidence data from the largeg-ray spectrometer ar
rays, such as EUROBALL@22# and GAMMASPHERE@23#.

The interest in establishing theg-ray transitions which
feed the isomeric states is that they allow the intrinsic sing
particle isomer configuration to be deduced. For exam

ry,
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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prompt and delayedg-ray transitions were correlated acro
a 6-ms isomeric state in138Gd to reveal the prompt rota
tional band which feeds the isomeric level@7#. The isomer
two-quasineutron @514#9/2^ @404#7/2 configuration was
confirmed by the in-band to out-of-bandg-ray ratios of re-
duced transition probabilities,B(M1)/B(E2), and a com-
parison with the systematic behavior of the neighboring
clei. Similarly, the states on top of the isomers in142Tb and
144Ho @10# were used to suggest configurations for the intr
sic isomeric states. These deduced configurations test
well the theoretical models predict the excitation energ
~relative to the Fermi surface! of the individual neutron and
proton orbitals involved in the configuration.

The work described in this paper follows up from th
successful work on theN577 isotones142Tb and 144Ho
@10,17# by establishing the prompt feeding and delayed
cay of an isomeric state in140Eu. This measurement repre
sents the first measurement of high-spin excited state
140Eu. The difficulty of studying this nucleus can be put in
perspective by considering that140Eu is 11 neutrons away
from its nearest stable isotope,151Eu. Recoil-isomer tagging
has now been selectively applied to many isomeric nucle
this region and in so doing has bridged the gap in knowle
between those nuclei which can be studied at the proton-
line using proton-decay tagging@20,21# and the less neutron
deficient nuclei which have sufficiently large cross sectio
that they can be studied in heavy-ion fusion-evaporat
reactions without the requirement of additional chan
selection.

II. EXPERIMENT

High-spin states in140Eu were populated with the36Ar
1107Ag reaction. A single 107Ag foil, of thickness
520 mg/cm2, was bombarded with36Ar beams at energies o
152 and 181 MeV from the K130 cyclotron at the Univers
of Jyväskylä, Finland. Promptg-ray transitions were de
tected with the 25 escape-suppressed germanium detecto
the JUROSPHERE II spectrometer, which consisted of
EUROGAM phase-I-type detectors@24# ~of efficiency
'70% relative to a standard 76376 mm NaI~Tl! detector at
1.3 MeV!, five TESSA-type detectors@25#, and five
NORDBALL-type detectors@26# ~both of relative efficiency
'25%). The absolute photopeak efficiency of the JUR
SPHERE II array was measured to be'1.7% at 1.3 MeV.
Copper and tin absorbers of thickness 0.5 mm and 0.1 m
respectively, were placed in front of the JUROSPHERE
detectors in order to limit the number of x rays being d
tected. The recoiling evaporation residues were separ
from the beamlike particles by the RITU gas-filled separa
@27#. The flight time of the recoils through RITU wa
'0.58ms. At the focal plane of RITU the residues pass
through a multiwire proportional counter~MWPC! and were
implanted into a 16-strip 80335 mm silicon ~Si! detector
@28#. The Si-strip detector covered'70% of the recoil dis-
tribution at the focal plane. Three NORDBALL plus on
EUROGAM detectors were placed in a close geome
around the Si-strip detector in order to detect isomeric
delayedg rays which were emitted within'32m s of a re-
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coil arriving at the focal plane. The absolute focal-plane
ficiency of these detectors was determined to be'1.5% at
1.3 MeV.

The data acquisition was triggered for 50ms by a recoil
event in the Si detector. During the 32ms period, delayedg
rays which were detected at the focal plane, events in
MWPC detector, and previously detected promptg rays from
JUROSPHERE II were written to tape. The beam curr
was '5 particle-nA at the higher beam energy~181 MeV!
and 10 particle-nA at the lower beam energy~152 MeV!.
These beam currents produced a promptg-ray rate in JURO-
SPHERE II of 2.5 kHz and a Si-recoil rate of 4.3 kHz at 1
MeV, and 7.5 kHz~JUROSPHERE II! and 4.4 kHz~Si-
recoil! at 152 MeV. In the experiment, a total of 7.63106

prompt events were correlated with delayed events in'90 h
of beam time at 181 MeV and 5.93107 prompt events in
'69 h at 152 MeV. Energy and efficiency measureme
were performed with calibrated133Ba, 152Eu, and 60Co ra-
dioactive sources placed both at the JUROSPHERE II ta
position and at the Si detector position for the focal-pla
germanium detectors.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The analysis was performed using a series of tw
dimensional matrices and theUPAK @29# software package. In
particular, at each beam energy, a recoil-gated promptg-g
matrix was created which contained only those prom
events which were detected in JUROSPHERE II in coin
dence with a recoiling nucleus in the Si detector. The m
channels populated at 152 MeV were measured to be 43
139Eu ~from the 2p2n evaporation channel!, 22.0% 140Gd
(p2n), 6.1% 138Sm (2p3n or ap), and 5.0%139Gd (p3n).
Similarly at 181 MeV, the main channels populated we
43.4% 138Sm (2p3n or ap), 18% 139Sm (3pn), 15% 136Sm
(ap2n), and 8.3%138Eu (p4n). The data for140Eu were
mainly obtained from the lower-beam-energy experime
which was selected to maximize the production of three
four particle exit channels, and the intensity of the isome
state in 140Eu accounted for about 4% of these data. Bas
on the total number of prompt counts in the prompt-delay
spectra for140Eu, the production cross sections for this is
mer in the reaction employed in this work was estimated
be '9.2 mb at a beam energy of 152 MeV. These valu
assume a total fusion cross section of 230 mb predicted f
the EVAPOR code@30,31#.

The data were also sorted into a series of prompt (g ray
detected inJUROSPHERE II! versus delayed (g ray detected at
focal plane! coincidence matrices with various constraints
the time that the delayedg ray was detected, after a recoilin
nucleus was implanted into the Si detector. These matr
correlated the prompt and delayedg-ray transitions across
isomeric states. In order to extract the lifetime for an is
meric state, a matrix was also constructed of delayedg-ray
energy against the time that the delayedg ray was measured
using a time-to-digital converter~TDC!. This TDC was
started by a recoil event in the Si detector and stopped b
delayedg ray detected in the focal-plane germanium det
tors. In the analysis, many new delayed transitions were
8-2
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IDENTIFICATION OF EXCITED STATES IN DOUBLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 034308 ~2002!
served with half-lives in the nanosecond to microseco
range. The most strongly selected transitions in this work
152 MeV were assigned to the decay of a new isomeric s
in 140Eu. Figure 1 shows the delayed total-projection sp
trum measured at the focal plane of RITU at 152 MeV un
the condition that anyg ray must have occurred in the rang
of 0–1 ms after a recoil was implanted into the Si detect
The analysis of this delayed matrix revealed a series of
layed transitions with energies 37, 98, 104, 138, 170, 1
252, 285, 362, 390, and 423 keV. These delayed transit
were also observed to be in coincidence with x rays of
ergy 41 and 48 keV. These x rays are the result of elec
conversion of the low-energyg-ray transitions in the spec
trum. They overlap well with those expected based on
tabulated values for europium (Ka1,2541.5, 40.9 keV, and
Kb1,2547.0, 48.3 keV!. The observation of these x-ray tran
sitions and the fact that the isomeric decay transitions w
more strongly populated in the 152-MeV data compared w
the 181-MeV data, indicates a three/four- rather than fo
five-particle exit channel and results in an assignment
these delayedg-ray transitions to140Eu from the 2pn exit
channel. In addition, the assignment of these transition
the neighboring Eu isotopes is ruled out because their le
schemes are well known@32#.

By correlating prompt and delayedg rays across this new
isomeric state, the structure that feeds the isomer was e
lished. Gates set on the 98-, 104-, 170-, 191-, 252-, 2
362-, and 423-keV transitions on the delayed axis of
prompt-delayed matrix, produced a spectrum of new prom
g rays which lie above the isomer, see Fig. 2~a!. Conversely,
Fig. 2~b! shows the result of gating on a sum of these n
transitions~with energies of 366, 386, 406, 445, 640, 75
807, and 920 keV! on the prompt axis of the matrix an
projecting out theg rays which are in delayed coincidenc
The inset to Fig. 2~b! shows the low-energy region of th

FIG. 1. The total delayedg spectrum which was produced at th
focal plane of RITU at 152 MeV under the condition that anyg ray
must have occurred in the range of 021 ms after a recoil was
implanted into the Si detector. The largest intensity transitions in
matrix have been assigned to140Eu ~labeled with filled circles! in
the present work. The lower-intensity transitions arise from kno
decays in the neighboring nuclei@32#.
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spectrum which has been expanded for clarity. It should
noted that the good low-energy efficiency and resolution
the smaller-volume TESSA and NORDBALL focal-plane d
tectors allow theKa and Kb x rays to be detected. Thes
x-ray transitions are reduced in intensity in the prompt sp
tra, which were taken at the target position, due to the p
ence of absorbers on the large-volume EUROGAM det
tors. Table I lists the measuredg-ray energies and intensitie
for the prompt and delayed transitions established in140Eu
from this work. The half-life of the new isomer in140Eu was
established from a series of TDC spectra gated on the
98-, 104-, 138-, 170-, 191-, 252-, 285-, 362-, 390-, and 4
keV transitions. Table II shows the results of the individu
half-lives extracted from a nonlinear fit of the formf (x)
5A1B exp(2lx), and Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! show two repre-
sentative time spectra for the intense 170-keV transition
the weaker 37-keV transition, respectively. From the table
can be seen that the independent values are fairly cons
for each fit and the average6 standard error in the mean fo
all of the gates gives an isomer half-life of 299~3! ns.

Note that once the prompt transitions which feed the i
mer have been established, it might be expected that the l
scheme could easily be constructed by solely using
promptg-g matrix to examine the coincidences. In fact th
was not the case because setting these gates in the pr
matrix resulted in a highly contaminated spectrum. In ord
to proceed further it was necessary to consider the intens
given in Table I in addition to another gated-coinciden
matrix. This matrix consisted of those prompt recoil-gat
g-ray events which contained a delayed140Eu transition in
the range of 0 –1ms after a recoil had been detected in the
detector. Although the statistics in this matrix were small

e

n

FIG. 2. ~a! A spectrum of promptg-ray transitions which results
from setting gates on the delayed 98-, 104-, 170-, 191-, 252-, 2
362-, and 423-keV transitions~in the range of 021 ms after a
recoil was implanted into the Si detector! in the recoil-gated
prompt-delayed matrix.~b! Spectrum of delayedg-ray transitions
from setting gates on the 366-, 386-, 406-, 445-, 640-, 754-, 8
and 920-keV promptg rays, which feed the new isomeric state. T
inset shows the x-ray region expanded for clarity, see text for
tails.
8-3
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D. M. CULLEN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 034308 ~2002!
was still possible to verify that the 640-, 807-, 920-, 96
and 890-keV transitions were in coincidence with each ot
and therefore, likely form a rotational sequence. Figure 4~a!
shows the 640-keV prompt gate in this matrix, which illu
trates the coincidence with the other members of the r
tional band. The presence of the other rotational band
140Eu were deduced in a similar manner. Figure 4~b! shows
the 445-keV prompt gate and illustrates that it is in coin
dence with the 831-, 511-, 647-, and 754-keV transitio

TABLE I. g-ray energies for the new prompt and delayed tra
sitions above and below the isomeric states established in140Eu in
this work. Note that the prompt and delayed transitions are norm
ized separately in the two sections.

DelayedEg ~keV! I g I i
p→I f

p Multipolarity

36.8~1! 13~4! (81)→(71) M1
97.9~1! 52~7! (81)→(72) E1
104.2~1! 16~2! (61)→(52) E1
137.5~1! 19~3! (61)→(52) E1
170.3~3! 100~14! (62)→(52) M1
190.7~1! 63~10! (72)→(62) M1
252.1~1! 74~11! (71)→(62) (E1)
284.9~1! 45~6! (71)→(61) M1/E2
361.5~1! 11~5! (72)→(52) E2
389.7~1! 2~1! (71)→(52) (M2)
422.9~1! 16~2! (71)→(52) (M2)

PromptEg ~keV! I g I i
p→I f

p

70.4~1! 28~4!

94.3~3! 17~3!

209.5~2! 15~2!

274.7~3! 22~3!

361.5~3! 16~2! (121)→(111)
365.7~4! 48~7! (91)→(81)
385.6~7! 20~3!

406.1~3! 33~5!

445.4~4! 41~6! (111)→(101)
470.1~2! 25~4! (131)→(121)
490.2~5! 18~3!

501.5~1! 16~3!

510.5~3! 74~10! (151)→(131)
619.6~4! 38~6!

640.4~5! 100~14! (101)→(81)
646.5~4!a 105~15! a (171)→(151) a

720.7~3! 13~2! (111)→(91)
753.9~3! 44~6! (191)→(171)
786.5~6! 27~4!

807.1~4! 67~10! (121)→(101)
830.8~7! 39~6! (131)→(111)
906.9~6! 8~3! (211)→(191)
919.7~5! 47~7! (141)→(121)
961.6~4! 12~2! (161)→(141)
991.7~8! 5~2! (231)→(211)
1002.4~9! 8~2!

aThe 647-keVg ray is a doublet transition and the intensity is giv
for both transitions, see Fig. 5.
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which form the other members of this rotational band. In t
work a three-dimensionalg-g-g RADWARE @33# coincidence
cube was constructed from the triple coincidence events f
the 27 detectors of the JUROSPHERE II spectrometer.
though the statistics in this cube were very small, it was u
to help confirm the coincidence relationships and ordering
the prompt transitions in140Eu deduced from the prompt
delayed matrices.

Figure 5 shows the level scheme for140Eu deduced from
this work. The level scheme consists of two parts. The p
labeled bands 1a and 1b were deduced from the analysis o
the prompt-delayed matrix as these bands feed the isom
state. The part labeled band 2 was deduced from the pro
g-g matrix and the promptg-g-g cube. Band 2 was estab
lished to be in coincidence with the 170- and 191-keV tra
sitions, which were observed to be part of the isomer dec
It was not possible to place all of the promptg rays which

-

l-

TABLE II. The half-lives extracted from the TDC spectra fo
each of the delayedg-ray transitions below the new isomeric sta
in 140Eu. The uncertainties on the half-lives are from the nonlin
fitting routine.

Eg ~keV! t1/2 ~ns!

36.8~1! 302~3!

97.9~1! 291~2!

104.2~1! 296~3!

137.5~1! 294~2!

170.3~3! 294~1!

190.7~1! 297~2!

252.1~1! 302~2!

284.9~1! 309~2!

361.5~1! 318~4!

389.7~1! 295~7!

422.9~1! 291~2!

FIG. 3. Prompt spectra from ag-g matrix which was gated by a
delayed transition in the time range of 021.0 ms after a recoil was
detected in the Si detector.~a! Spectrum gated by the prompt 640
keV transition in140Eu. ~b! Spectrum gated by the prompt 445-ke
transition in 140Eu.
8-4
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IDENTIFICATION OF EXCITED STATES IN DOUBLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 034308 ~2002!
feed the isomer in this experiment, due to the low numbe
g-g coincidences between the prompt transitions above
isomer and the contamination from competing exit chann
in the reaction. For example, the prompt transitions with
ergies, 70, 210, 386, 490, 502, and 620 keV remain unpla
in the present work but they are established to be in dela
coincidence with the 299-ns isomeric decay in140Eu.

The level scheme below the new 299 ns isomer was
duced from a delayedg-g matrix, which only contained
those focal-planeg rays which occurred up to 1ms after a
recoil was implanted into the Si detector. The multipolarit
of the transitions, and therefore, the spins and parities of
states that depopulate the isomer were deduced from a
sideration of the total transition intensity balance throug
particular level based on the internal conversion coefficie
from Ref. @34#. The values of the total transition intensitie
and internal conversion coefficients used in this analysis
shown in Table III. One of these intensity balances was

FIG. 4. Time~TDC! spectra gated on~a! the delayed 170-keV
transition and~b! the delayed 37-keV transition in140Eu. The solid
line represents a nonlinear fit to the data. A local background f
the adjacent region to each peak was subtracted from e
spectrum.
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tablished from a 98-keV gated spectrum by observing
total intensities of the 170-keV and 191-keV transitions. T
upper panel in Table III shows that the total transition inte
sities for the 170- and 191-keVg rays are consistent if they
are either both magnetic dipole (M1), both electric dipole
(E1), or both electric quadrupole (E2). However, the solu-
tion where both the 170- and 191-keVg rays are assigned
E2 multipolarity has been discounted because, in that c
the 362-keVg ray would have to be anE4 transition with a
significantly longer half-life than that reported in Table I
For the two remaining solutions with the 170- and 191-k
g rays being of bothM1 or both E1 multipolarity, the
former is more favored, see the upper panel in Table III.
this solution, the 362-keVg ray is assigned to be anE2
transition. Based on the previously assigned 125~2!-ms (52)
isomeric state@35,36# these multipolarity assignments give
spin and parity of (72) in band 2 for the state from which
the 362-keV transition originates and~62) for the interme-

ch

FIG. 5. The level scheme deduced from these data for the s
which feed and depopulate the 299~3!-ns isomeric state in140Eu.
The white part of the transition arrows indicates the electron c
version component.
8-5
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TABLE III. The total transition intensitiesI T and internal conversion coefficientsa from Ref. @34#, used
to deduce the spins and parities of the states below the new 299~3! ns isomer in140Eu. The numbers in the
upper pannel for the 170.3- and 190.7-keV transitions are from a spectrum gated on the 97.9-keVg ray.
Those in the middle pannels for the 97.9-, 190.7-, and 361-keV transitions, and those for the 104-, 13
285-keV transitions in the lower pannel are from the total-projection spectrum of the delayedg-g matrix.

Eg ~keV! I g a(M1) a(E1) a(E2) I T(M1) I T(E1) I T(E2)

170.3~3! 28.0~1.3! 0.423 0.068 0.375 39.8~1.8! 29.9~1.4! 38.5~1.8!
190.7~1! 30.6~1.7! 0.307 0.0498 0.253 40.2~2.2! 32.1~1.8! 38.3~2.1!
97.9~1! 2955~165! 2.01 0.0301 2.63 8895~343! 3844~215! 10727~599!
190.7~1! 2467~140! 0.307 0.0498 0.253 3224~183! 2590~147! 3091~175!
361.5~1! 508~36! 0.0545 0.00963 0.0332 536~38! 512~36! 525~37!

104.2~1! 769~46! 1.68 0.257 2.13 2060~124! 967~58! 2407~144!
137.5~1! 838~44! 0.752 0.120 0.775 1468~76! 939~49! 1487~77!

284.9~1! 1474~31! 0.103 0.0175 0.0687 1626~88! 1500~81! 1575~85!
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diate state which connects the 170- and 191-keVM1 transi-
tions, see Fig. 5.

The multipolarity of the 98-keVg ray was deduced in a
similar manner from the intensities of the 98-, 191- and 3
keV transitions in the total-projection spectrum of the d
layed g-g matrix. The middle panel of Table III gives th
total transition intensities for the 98-, 191-, and 362-keVg
rays. Using theM1 andE2 conversion coefficients assigne
above for the 191- and 362-keVg rays, respectively, gives
summed total intensity from the (72) state in band 2 of
3749~187! units, which only matches the total intensity
the 98-keV feedingg ray if it is an E1 transition. None of
the other multipolarities for the 98-keVg ray are consisten
with this total intensity, see Table III. ThisE1 assignment for
the 98-keV transition fixes the spin and parity of the 299~3!
ns isomer to be (81), see Fig. 5, and is consistent with th
systematics of these transitions in otherN577 isomer de-
cays.

The multipolarity of the 37-keV transition which depop
lates the isomer was also determined by considering its t
transition intensity, see Fig. 5. This transition has ag-ray
intensity of 13~4! units in Table I and if it is to account fo
the total transition intensities of the 252-, 285-, 390-, a
423-keVg rays of 137~13! units, which it feeds, then it mus
be aM1 transition with an internal conversion coefficient
a55.36 @34#. ~The conversion coefficient forE1 is too
small, a50.759, and too large forE2, a5147 @34#.! This
M1 assignment for the 37-keV transition fixes the spin of
state to which it decays as (71), see Fig. 5. The multipolari-
ties of the 104-, 138-, and 285-keV transitions were a
determined from the total projection of the delayedg-g ma-
trix. The total transition intensities for these transitions a
shown in the lower panel of Table III. From the table it c
be seen that the multipolarities of the 104- and 138-keVg
rays must be bothE1 transitions in order for the intensity o
the feeding 285-keVM1 transition to balance the sum o
these two. Although the intensity balance favorsM1 assign-
ment for the 285-keVg ray, the solution where the 285-ke
transition is assignedE2 multipolarity cannot be ruled ou
due to the closeness of theM1 andE2 conversion coeffi-
cients at this energy, see Table III.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Low-spin states were first identified in140Eu from theb
decay of140Gd @35,36#. In that work, an isomeric (52) state
was established with a half-life of 125~2! ms. In the present
work, the transitions that feed this (52) isomer have been
established from the decay of a new 299~3!-ns isomeric (81)
level. In addition, the correlation of prompt and delayed d
across this (81) isomer has established the prompt sta
which feed this level. In order to understand the underly
single-particle configurations for the new states from a th
retical viewpoint, total Routhian surface~TRS! and Woods-
Saxon cranked-shell-model~CSM! calculations @37# have
been performed. The TRS calculations predict that140Eu has
a nuclear shape with significant triaxiality (b250.185, b4
520.024, andg5225.5°) and the CSM calculations wer
performed at this deformation. Figures 6 and 7 show
results of the CSM calculations for the protons and neutro
respectively. The large triaxiality is a consequence of
competition between the different shape-driving effects

FIG. 6. Representative cranked-shell-model calculation for p
tons performed for 140Eu with deformation parameters,b2

50.185, b4520.024, andg5225.5°. The parity and signatur
(p,a) convention for the lines in the plots are solid lines refer
(p,a)5(1,1/2), dotted lines refer to (p,a)5(1,21/2), dash-
dotted lines refer to (p,a)5(2,1/2), and dashed lines refer t
(p,a)5(2,21/2) quantum numbers.
8-6
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IDENTIFICATION OF EXCITED STATES IN DOUBLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 034308 ~2002!
the protons and neutrons and is a well-established featur
some of the nuclei in this region, for example,143Tb (g5
227°) @38# and 139Pr (g5215°) @39#. The g deformation
is responsible for the signature splitting of the single-parti
orbits observed in Figs. 6 and 7 for theh11/2 protons and the
h11/2 and f 7/2 neutrons, respectively. In the following discu
sion the configurations will be labeled by the standard c
vention for parity (p) and signature (a), whereE and F
refer to (p,a)5(2,21/2)1 and (2,11/2)1 orbits, respec-
tively. The labelsG andH refer to (p,a)5(2,21/2)2 and
(2,11/2)2, respectively, and the positive parity labelsA and
B refer to the (p,a)5(1,11/2)1 and (1,21/2)1 orbits,
respectively. Relating these labels to the underlying sh
model configurations is, however, somewhat complicated
these nuclei because of the large triaxiality. Any given or
for example,nE will not be a pureh11/2 configuration but
will contain substantial components from thef 7/2 orbit. In
addition, the recent ISOLTRAP mass measurements@40# for
the unstable rare-earth isotopes both show a distinct incr
in the two-proton and two-neutron separation energies
140Eu over the neighboring isotopes,63

139Eu76 and 63
141Eu78,

and the neighboring isotones,61
141Pm77 and 64

143Gd77. These
higher separation energies for140Eu possibly indicate a
change of nuclear shape or deformation atN577 and Z
563 for 140Eu.

In order to test the theoretical predictions for the under
ing configurations of the isomeric state in140Eu, it is instruc-
tive to consider the experimental properties of the sta
above the isomer, which from these data appear to form
lective rotational bands whose nature is dominated by
presence of the proton and neutronh11/2 orbits. Unfortu-
nately, the low statistics for these recoil-isomer tagged d
do not permit unambiguous spins and parities to be assig
for the prompt bands established in this work. The spins
parities were, however, estimated from the likely multipola
ties assuming that onlyE1,M1, orE2 transitions compete in
the absence of significant state lifetimes. In the followi

FIG. 7. Representative cranked-shell-model calculation for n
trons performed for142Tb with deformation parameters,b250.185,
b45–0.024 andg5–25.5°. The parity and signature (p,a) con-
vention for the lines in the plots are solid lines refer to (p,a)5
(1,1/2), dotted lines refer to (p,a)5(1,21/2), dash-dotted lines
refer to (p,a)5(2,1/2), and dashed lines refer to (p,a)5(2,
21/2) quantum numbers.
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discussion, the rotational bands built upon the isomeric s
in 140Eu are systematically compared with otherph11/2
^ nh11/2 rotational bands in the neighboring nuclei.~The sys-
tematics of theN578 odd-proton nuclei137Pm, 139Pm, and
141Eu were recently discussed in Ref.@38#.!

In the A5120–140 region, bands based onph11/2
^ nh11/2 configurations in the doubly odd nuclei exhibit low
spin signature inversion@41,42#. This means that the even
spin members of the band~theoretically ‘‘unfavored’’ signa-
ture, a50) are lower in energy than the odd-spin memb
~‘‘favored’’ signature,a51) at low spin. It is only at high
spin, above a critical ‘‘inversion spin,’’ typicallyI c'18\,
that the odd-spin members become favored as expected.
nature splitting is usually discussed in terms of a stagge
parameter, which is defined@43# as

S~ I !5E~ I !2E~ I 21!

2
1

2
@E~ I 11!2E~ I !1E~ I 21!2E~ I 22!#. ~1!

Signature inversion also occurs in certain bands of dou
odd nuclei in other mass regions. These includepg9/2
^ ng9/2 bands ofA;80 nuclei@41,44#, ph11/2^ n i 13/2 bands
of A;160 nuclei@45#, ph9/2^ n i 13/2 bands ofA;1702200
nuclei @46#, and recentlypg9/2^ nh11/2 bands ofA;100 nu-
clei @47#. Figure 8 plots this staggering parameter as a fu
tion of spin for band 1 in140Eu, where it is compared with
the correspondingph11/2^ nh11/2 band in 138Eu @48#. The
spin assignment of138Eu is discussed in Ref.@49#. Note that
the signatures invert atI c519\ in the case of138Eu, where
the staggering changes phase. The staggering at low sp
140Eu is slightly larger than in138Eu. However, in140Eu the
staggering could not be followed to high spin because of
apparent rotational alignment in band 1a, see below.

In the literature, signature inversion has been attributed
a triaxial nuclear shape withg.0°, in the Lund convention
@50#, in conjunction with the specific position of the Ferm
surface within a given subshell@51#. Signature inversion is
only observed in multiquasiparticle configurations and h

- FIG. 8. Plot of the energy staggering parameterS(I ) versus
assumed spinI, see text for details. The solid and open symb
represent the two signatures of each band, with the solid sym
corresponding to the theoretically favored component.
8-7
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D. M. CULLEN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 034308 ~2002!
been attributed to a residual proton-neutron interaction@52#.
More recently, quadrupole pairing correlations have be
considered@53#. The staggering parameters for theph11/2
^ nh11/2 bands in theN577 isotones are shown in Fig. 9 fo
132Cs @54,55#, 134La @56#, 136Pr @57#, 138Pm @58,59#, and
140Eu. At the lowest spins, the behavior ofS(I ) for each
isotone is very similar. The spins of136Pr and 138Pm have
been increased by one unit from their published values in
figure to follow the smooth systematic trend of level energ
of 132Cs and 134La. Indeed, similar arguments have be
used to suggest spin assignments forph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in
doubly odd cesium and lanthanum isotopes discusse
Refs. @49,60#, and the absolute assignments are based
those experimentally determined for130Cs @61# and 128La
@62#. In the case of136Pr, this spin assignment ensures th
the staggering of measuredB(M1)/B(E2) ratios now has
the correct phase, in agreement with the other isotones,
below. Similar arguments have also been used to sug
spin assignments forph11/2^ n i 13/2 bands in doubly odd nu
clei around the mass 60 region@45#.

The determination of absoluteB(M1) andB(E2) values
requires the measurement of nuclear lifetimes. Howe
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios of reduced transition probabilities ma
be readily extracted from experimentalg-ray branching ra-
tios l of competingDI 52 andDI 51 transitions, i.e.,

B~M1;I→I 21!

B~E2;I→I 22!

50.697
@Eg~ I→I 22!#5

@Eg~ I→I 21!#3

1

l

1

@11d2#
F mN

2

e2b2G , ~2!

with l5Tg(I→I 22)/Tg(I→I 21) and Eg measured in
MeV. Such ratios of reduced transition probabilities ha
been extracted for band 1 and are shown in Fig. 10.
experimentalE2/M1 multipole mixing ratiosd were set to
zero sinced2 is expected to be small forph11/2^ nh11/2
bands in this region. For example, experimental values fod
were recently deduced to be20.10 andd250.01 for the

FIG. 9. Plot of the energy staggering parameterS(I ) versus
assumed spinI for ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands inN577 doubly odd iso-
tones. The solid and open symbols represent the two signatur
each band, with the solid symbol corresponding to the theoretic
favored component.
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ph11/2^ nh11/2 in 124La @63#. A pronounced staggering is ob
served in the ratios. It is found that theB(M1;I→I
21)/B(E2;I→I 22) ratios of reduced transition probabil
ties are systematicallyalwayslarger for transitions from the
favored signature to the unfavored signature, despite
signature-inversion effects@52,63,64#. The signature depen
dence~staggering! arises in theB(M1) values due to the
Coriolis mixing of V51/2 states in the nuclear wave fun
tion and the Newby shift@65# from the residual proton-
neutron interactions for aK50 band@66#; the B(E2) rates
are not expected to show any signature dependence. Fo
ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration, largerB(M1) rates occur for
transitions from thea51 component to thea50 compo-
nent. Since the experimentalB(M1)/B(E2) ratios are larger
for transitions from band 1a to 1b, band 1a must havea
51, i.e., odd spins. This requirement also reproduces
signature inversion at low spin with thea50 band 1b ener-
getically favored.

Figure 11 shows the aligned angular momentum~or align-

of
ly

FIG. 10. ExperimentalB(M1;I→I 21)/B(E2;I→I 22) ratios
of reduced transition probabilities for band 1.

FIG. 11. The aligned angular momentumi x versus rotational
frequency for the rotational bands in140Eu from this work com-
pared with that of the neighboring odd-massh11/2 bands in145Ho
@32#, 143Tb @38#, 139Eu @68#, and 141Eu @69#.
8-8
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IDENTIFICATION OF EXCITED STATES IN DOUBLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 034308 ~2002!
ment!, i x @67# versus rotational frequency for the abov
isomer rotational bands in140Eu from this work with that of
the neighboring odd-massh11/2 bands in 145Ho @32#, 143Tb
@38#, 139Eu @68#, and 141Eu @69#. A reference band with Har
ris parameters@69,70# I0512 \2 MeV21 and I1525
\4 MeV23 was subtracted from all data in the figure. T
bands 1 and 2 in140Eu have been plotted withK values of 6
and 5, respectively. In Fig. 11, the65

143Tb77 band is observed
to gain alignment at\v'0.38 MeV and again at\v
'0.44 MeV. The alignment gain D i x54\ at \v
'0.38 MeV was interpreted as the first allowed proton ba
crossing. This is the so-calledp(FG) proton crossing in-
volving the second and third protons, see Fig. 6, since
configuration of this band is based on the first protonph11/2
E orbital being occupied@38#. Other bands whose configura
tions are based on thisph11/2 proton E orbit are shown for
145Ho, 139Eu, and 141Eu. These bands show similar align
ment gains at\v'0.37 MeV although the europium iso
topes exhibit a weaker mixing strength. Figure 11 also sho
that the aligned angular momentum for bands 1a and 1b
behave rather differently to each other. Band 1a was ex-
tended to the highest rotational frequencies\v'0.55 MeV
whereas, band 1b was only observed up to\v'0.5 MeV.
The behavior of the band 1a in 140Eu is similar to the
equivalent band of the neighboring65

143Tb isotone. Band 1a
undergoes a crossing at\v'0.3 MeV withD i x'6\, which
is interpreted as theph11/2 proton crossing, pEnE
→pE(FG)nE. For band 1a there was no evidence in Fig
11 for the first allowed neutron crossingn(FG) ~observed in

65
143Tb @38#, at \v'0.44 MeV), see Fig. 7. The alignmen
behavior of band 1b is slightly different even though it wa
deduced to be its signature-partner rotational band. The
figuration for band 1b is expected to be based on the prot
and neutronph11/2^ nh11/2 orbitals, pEnF. There is evi-
dence for a slight upturn in the alignment of band 1b at
\v'0.45 MeV, which is at the approximate frequency e
pected for the first allowed protonp(FG) crossing, see Fig
11 @38#. However, there were insufficient statistics to ver
the g-ray coincidences above the 890-keV transition a
therefore, to establish the complete alignment pattern for
crossing. This crossing also appears to be delayed with
spect to that observed in its signature-partner band, banda,
and could indicate possible deformation differences o
larger triaxiality for band 1b. Band 2 is expected to be base
on the two-quasiparticlepEnB, ph11/2^ ng7/2 configuration;
these are the low-lying orbits expected around the respec
proton and neutron Fermi surfaces at low rotational frequ
cies, see Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 11, band 2 shows the sta
an interaction or crossing with another band at a rotatio
frequency, \v'0.35–0.40 MeV. The CSM calculation
predict that the configuration above this crossing should
based on thepE(FG)nB orbitals, however, there were in
sufficient statistics in the present data to establish the
alignment gain of the crossing.

The systematics of the knownph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in the
doubly oddN577 isotones are shown in Fig. 12. Bands 1a
and 1b appear to have the same low-frequency alignmen
the ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in138Pm and136Pr. The new band
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1b shows a similar alignment pattern to that of theph11/2
^ nh11/2 bands in 144Ho with an alignment gain at\v
'0.40 MeV. The alignment gain for band 1a, on the other
hand, occurs at a lower rotational frequency, which may
flect a difference in deformation/triaxiality for this particula
configuration.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the feeding and decay of a new 299~3! ns
(81), ph11/2^ nh11/2 isomeric state has been established
the N577 nucleus,63

140Eu near the proton-drip line. The re
coiling nuclei were implanted into a silicon detector, at t
focal plane of a gas-filled separator, where a recoil-isom
tagging technique was employed to correlate prompt and
layedg-ray transitions across isomeric states. This meas
ment represents the first observation of excited high-s
states in140Eu. The systematic properties of the band bu
upon the isomer are consistent with those expected
ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in the doubly oddN577 isotone chain.
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